Intensity profiles of diffuse streaks along [111] were accurately measured for heavily faulted regions in deformed specimens. They often showed two or three broad peaks and differ remarkably from Paterson's [-J. Acta Cryst. (1967), 23, 875-885] profile ofs = 2 with the sequence probabilities al =0"45-0"85 and a2 =0-0"1. This means that the deformation (intrinsic) faults are produced more easily on every other (111) plane than on successive planes. A model which shows the distribution of the deformation faults is constructed by a computer simulation. A detailed study using Kakinoki's theory with s = 3 shows a better fit with the experimental profile.
Introduction
It is well known that stacking faults in f.c.c, crystals give a pa~icular effect on the diffraction pattern. Theoretical calculations of this effect for various types of stacking fault have been made by several workers (Paterson, 1952; Johnson, 1963; Kakinoki & Komura, 1965; Kakinoki, 1967; Sato, 1966 Sato, , 1969 Holloway & Klamkin, 1969) . Although some observations of the electron diffraction patterns from faulted thin crystals have qualitatively confirmed the theoretical predictions (Nishiyama & Kajiwara, 1963; Sato & Takezawa, 1968; Kajiwara, 1970 Kajiwara, , 1971 , most of the quantitative measurements have been made by X-ray powder diffractometry (Barrett, 1950; Warren, 1959; Wagner, 1966) . A powder reflection contains contributions from several components, some of which are broadened by faulting and others which are not. Moreover, severe deformation by the filing which is commonly used to prepare deformed powder specimens may produce additional broadening. Therefore, it is not easy to get accurate diffraction profiles associated with faulting by powder diffractometry.
In the present experiment, X-ray diffuse scattering from small single crystals of Cu-llwt~Ge alloy was accurately measured to investigate the stacking state in heavily faulted regions (Nishiyama, Sato & Urushibara, 1965) in deformed bulk materials with low stacking-fault enengy.
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Experimental procedure
Ingots of the alloy were prepared from 99"998~ copper and 99-999~ germanium by induction melting in vacuum. They were homogenized at 1103 K and then mechanically cut into plate-shaped pieces of about 1-5 x 4 x 40 mm. The pieces were kept for another 2 to 3 d at 1103 K in vacuum and finally quenched into water.
During the above treatment, the crystal grains grew up to a few mm in diameter. An X-ray examination revealed that all of the grains were only of the f.c.c. structure. In order to introduce stacking faults, the pieces were subjected to tensile strain of about 10~ at room temperature. They were electropolished and then etched in a solution of ammonia and oxygenated water. A number of strain markings running parallel to { 111 } planes were observed in particular grains. In the previous study by electron microscopy (Nishiyama, Sato & Urushibara, 1965) , it was concluded that the marking corresponds to the region where strong disturbance in the stacking of { 111 } planes occurs. The region has been called a heavily faulted region or clustered faulted region.
Selecting an area in a grain where a large number of markings run in only one direction, we prepared a cylindrical specimen about 0-3 mm in diameter with its axis parallel to the markings. Seven specimens (numbered 1-7) were prepared by the same procedure, each of which was composed of unfaulted and heavily faulted regions.
Rotation and oscillation photographs were taken by LiF-monochromated Cu Ks radiation. The specimen was mounted with its axis parallel to the rotation axis. Strong and diffuse streaks nearly parallel to the equatorial line were observed besides sharp Bragg peaks. Accurate intensity measurements of the diffuse streaks on the equatorial line were then made by a diffractometer of 185 mm radius with a scintillation counter. The intensity at a 20 position was obtained by integrating a rocking curve which was continuously received by the counter through a narrow slit (0.05 mm in width) fixed at the 20 position during a rotation of the specimen. The whole intensity profile was determined by repeating this procedure at different 20 positions, the interval being changed with the variation in intensity.
In order to make direct comparison with the theoretical intensity profiles, the 0-dependent variation of the measured profile was corrected for the following five factors: (1) atomic scattering factor; (2) temperature factor; (3) polarization factor; (4) absorption factor; (5) geometrical factor. The values for copper tabulated in
International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1962) were used for the correction of factors (1), (2) and (4). No correction for the thermal diffuse scattering was made. The last factor (5) was calculated from the geometrical relationship between the diffuse rel-rod and the Ewald sphere, as shown in the Appendix. Fig. l(a) shows an example of the rotation photographs with rotation axis approximately parallel to (110) in the fault plane. Fig. l(b) is a powder photograph of filings made of the same alloy. In Fig. l(a) , diffuse streaks with maxima at S~ and $2 are diffracted from heavily faulted regions and the sharp spots, M, from unfaulted regions (Nishiyama, Sato & Urushibara, 1965) . The broken lines connecting S~ and the dotted lines of $2 are remarkably shifted from the f.c.c, solid lines through M.
Results
To avoid overlap of the diffuse streaks, oscillation photographs were successively taken for each specimen, one of which (specimen 2) is shown in Fig. 2 as an example. The photographs show that the streaks pass through the reflections for H -K = 3N + 1, but not for H-K = 3N (N, integer), where H, K and L refer to the hexagonal axes having relations H =(-h +k)/2, K = (-k +/)/2 and L = h + k + l with the cubic indices h, k, and I. The rel-rod ofH -K = 3N + 1 is called + rod and that of H-K=3N-1 -rod. It was found that the positions of S~ and $2 relative to M were the same for all maxima of + rods or -rods, but the locations were exchanged, as shown in Fig. 3 .
An example of the diffuse intensity profile measured by the counter diffractometer through a -rod on the equator is shown in Fig. 4 (a). The intensity has been corrected for the five 0-dependent factors described above. The abscissa in Fig. 4 is tp = 2rr(, where C is the distance in the reciprocal lattice along the C* direction of the hexagonal axes, taking the unit of ~ to be the distance from the origin to the 00.3 hexagonal rel-point. The measured profiles were different from specimen to specimen; some showed broad S~ peaks with S 2 and others rather sharp $1 peaks without $2. As far as the peak S~ is concerned, the direction of the shift from M is exactly that expected by Paterson's (1952) theory, which considers only a probability ct* of having the wrong stacking sequence between two neighbouring close-packed layers (Fig. 5a ). a* corresponds to the fault probability of randomly dis- (Paterson, 1952 ) with e*=0.42, (ii) s=2 (Kakinoki, 1967) with el =0-5 and ct2=0"l, (iii) s=3 (Kakinoki, 1967 ) with e=0-45, fl=0.55, 2'=0.15 and fl'=0-15.
tributed deformation faults, i.e. intrinsic faults. If only the amount of shift is utilized to calculate the fault probability using Paterson's theory, it turns out, for example, for specimen 2, that ~* =0-42. This value is larger than those obtained so far with the powder method by a factor of four to five (Foley, Cahn & Raynor, 1963) . The situation can easily be seen by comparing Fig. l(a) with l(b) . The difference indicates that a local state of faulted structure in bulk material is sometimes quite different from an overall faulted structure obtained by the powder method. The experimental profile (Fig. 4a) , however, is clearly different from Paterson's profile with ~* = 0-42 [ Fig. 4b  (i) ], not only in the existence of $2 but also in the broadening of $1. This means that the deformation faults distribute not randomly but in some ordered manner. In order to analyse the distribution of the faults, one has to consider the sequence probabilities between stacking layers as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Jagodzinski (1949) first proposed the quantity Reichweite s, i.e. the number of layers which are effective in distinguishing the order of stacking.
According to Kakinoki's (1967) theory with s=2, profiles with a weak Se peak in addition to $1, appear for certain combinations of e~ and e2, where ~1 and e2 are the sequence probabilities as defined in Fig. 5(b) . Various profiles for different combinations of ~1 and ~2 were calculated and the profile giving the best fit with the experimental one was selected by trial and error.
The profile with ~1--0"5 and 0~2=0"1 [Fig. 4b (ii)] showed the best fit with Fig. 4(a) .
The sequence probabilities ~ and t~ 2 of the best fitted profiles for the seven specimens are plotted on the probability square in Fig. 6 . The diagonal lines of the square correspond to Paterson's (1952) (1942) treatments. It is seen in this figure that the parameters obtained are distributed near the base line which connects h.c.p, and f.c.c.+. This result reveals that the probability of having A after AB(B after BC, C after CA) is larger than that of having A after CB (B after AC, C after BA), i.e. the deformation faults are produced more easily on every other plane than on successive planes. This conclusion is in accord with the electron microscopy observation that the intrinsic faults are always observed rather than the extrinsic ones in this alloy system (Howie & Valdr~, 1963) , except for special extended dislocation configurations such as multiple ribbons or extrinsic-intrinsic node pairs (Ruff, 1970) . The small difference between the observed (Fig. 4a ) and the calculated [- Fig. 4b (ii) ] profiles near the SE peaks can be removed if one uses Kakinoki's (1967) theory with s = 3 instead ofs = 2. More detailed stacking sequences have been considered in the case of s = 3, as seen in Fig. 5(c) , where e, fl, c( and fl' are the sequence probabilities• The profile with c~=0.45, /3=0"55, ~' --0" 15 and ff = 0.15 is shown in Fig. 4 (b) (iii) which was selected as the most suitable one among various calculated profiles of s= 3 near c~ =0.5 and e2 =0-1 ofs ---2. Accordingly, the stacking state in the heavily faulted region in specimen 2 can be correctly understood as the stacking fault with s = 3 having the above sequence probabilities•
Discussion
The existing probabilities of three-layer stackings, denoted by W~, Wh,,Wc,, Wh corresponding to Fig. 5(b) , have the following relations with the sequence probabilities of s= 3 (Kakinoki, 1967) :
W~, = W~,c(' + Wh,fl', (3) Wh= W~,(1-0()+ Wh,(t--fl').
(4) From these equations and with W~ + Wh' + W¢, + Wh = 1, the existing probabilities of four-layer stackings, W~_~, W~-h,, W~,_h, etc. in Fig. 5(c) , can be expressed by the sequence probabilities. For example,
In Fig. 7(a) are shown W~_c, N-h,, N-h, etc . calculated from the sequence probabilities obtained for specimen 2. One sees that the probabilities of having a single deformation fault in three layer spacings is 619/0 and also that the h.c.p, stacking (Wh-h, =0.14) is predominating over the double fault stackings (Wh,_c, = Wc._h =0"05 ).
In order to see the state of stacking intuitively, an attempt was made to construct a model by a computer simulation technique as follows. We first set A, B and C atomic planes as the first, second and third planes, respectively. We know that the probability of having A as the fourth plane after ABC is ~ = 0-45. Then, we get a number between 0 and 1 from a random number generator and compare it with 0-45. We set A if the number is smaller than 0.45 (case i) and set B if it is larger (case ii). The fifth plane is also determined by taking BCA (i) or BCB (ii) as the preceding stacking order and by comparing the next generated number with e = 0.45 (i) or with fl'= 0.15 (ii). The atomic planes are successively determined by the same procedure. A part of the obtained model, i.e. a stacking of 100 layers, is represented in Fig. 7(b) . Here, the model approximately satisfies ~=0.45, /3=0.55 and ~'=fl' fcc- = 0.15 and has almost the same existing probabilities with the observation as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Diffraction intensities from the stacking layers of the model were calculated to check if the theoretical curve was obtained. Almost the same profiles as the theoretical ones were obtained, if we took more than 5 x 104 layers consisting of small coherent domains of 200 or 400 layers.
The quantitative analysis as performed in this work has to be applied to the case of f.c.c, crystals with large fault density. However, when the fault density is small, as in pure metals, dilute alloys and other materials not having very low stacking-fault energy, Paterson's theory may be used as a fair approximation, because no remarkable difference can be detected between the profiles corresponding to the diagonal line and the base line at the bottom right corner of the probability square in Fig. 6 .
It should be mentioned that only the region of dense strain markings was selected as the specimen in this work. If one repeats the experiment for specimens made up without taking account of the density of the markings, the points in Fig. 6 concentrate at the bottom right corner of the probability square. The above consideration is supported by the powder pattern represented in Fig. l(b) , where neither double peaks of M plus $1 nor additional faint maxima of $2 are observed.
On the other hand, it is understood that the heavily faulted regions are produced, to some extent, in filed specimens, because there often appears a step in the background just inside the 111 powder line as shown by the arrow in Fig. l(b) . The position of the step exactly coincides with the minimum distance from the origin to the six closest rel-rods surrounding it.
In the present work, neither the correction for instrumental broadening, including the effect of the Ka~ K~ 2 doublet, nor that for the broadening due to other defects, such as dislocations and vacancies, was made to obtain the true profile due to the stacking fault. These broadenings were roughly estimated by the sharpness of the M reflection and it was shown that the deconvolution was unnecessary.
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APPENDIX Geometrical intensity correction for long diffuse streaks
We suppose a crystal to have a long 'rel-rod' with equal intensity in the longitudinal direction. The rod is on the equatorial layer at distance ho from the origin O of the reciprocal lattice as shown in Fig. 8(a) . When the integrated intensity, I, is measured at P by the procedure described in the text, it will be proportional to the ratio of small lengths P'P"/PP". These lengths are defined by rotation of the rod around O through an infinitesimally small angle, i.e. P rotates to P' and the new intersection is P".
Since P'P"=A~C* and PP" =(1/2)A20, I oc 2C* A~/2AO ,
where AO and A~ are the changes in the Bragg angle 0 and in ~ of the length NP = ~C* due to the rotation, respectively, and 2 is the wavelength of X-rays.
Differentiating the Bragg law 2sinO/2=H=(h2o+ (2C'2)1/2, we obtain 2 cos OAO/2 = (C*ZA~/H. where h' is the distance between the equatorial layer and the layer on which the rod lies and hi is the distance from the rotation axis to the rod. In the present experiment, only the diffuse intensity distribution on the equatorial layer line has been measured by the counter method.
A calculated variation of the diffracted intensity with the Bragg angle for equation (A3) is shown in Fig. 8(b)(i) . For the first layer reflection, Fig. 8(b) (ii) is obtained using (A4). 
